CONTINUOUS SHOT BLASTING MACHINES
FOR THE MECHANICAL DESCALING OF WIRE AND BARS

Due to more than 50 years of experience in shotblasting machines with turbines, specifically for the mechanical descaling of wire and bars, Tosca gives its customers perfect solutions regarding function, reliability and production safety.

Every turbine is equipped with a set of concentration plates, which are regulated automatically in relation to the dimensions of the wire or bars to be shotblasted. Due to these concentration plates it is possible to use the shot stream perfectly with the result of a higher efficiency of the shots, reducing dispersions and consumption of the machine body.

Shotblasting machine with 3 turbines positioned at 120 degrees to each other, installed in a combined drawing machine. The quantity and power of turbines is defined by the dimension, type of material, throughput speed and initial surface quality of the wire (or bars) to be treated.

Tosca has many references in the field of bars and in the field of wire (combined drawing machines, monobloc, multiple drawing machines for low carbon wire, medium carbon wire, special steel, stainless steel).
MULTI BAR SHOTBLASTING MACHINES

This range of machines includes several types with different working width, installed turbine power and different automatic systems for loading and unloading.
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